Kisi for resellers and
managed service providers
In the current "new normal", managers are not always
on site to supervise office security, onboard employees
and make sure everything is in order. As a result, there
is a requirement for new and improved tools to keep
spaces running.

Outgrowing traditional systems

Modern cloud experiences

– Traditional access control systems require hosting on
local servers which makes remote control challenging.

The most important word in this case is “cloud”.
It might seem obvious to you but it is not for our
competitors.

– Old security systems are difficult to set up, manage
and maintain. Operation is often dependent on thirdparty contractors, which becomes a bottleneck.
– Managing doors and locations is usually a timeconsuming and mundane activity.

Cloud-based management means you don't have
to worry about server purchases, installation and
maintenance costs and scalability issues.

Think differently
Security

Kisi improves office security by storing access information in the cloud and making
it accessible from every browser and device, so you won’t have to be in the office to
check why the door is being held open.
Automated alerts and remote monitoring ensure your space stays secure. Our open
API grants the possibility to create seamless integrations with us, in case you aren't
already. For further reading, please see integrations.
Kisi also supports and integrates with surveillance cameras, VMS, elevators and
contact sensors for intrusion detection.

Management

Kisi lets Office Managers control the office space remotely using only a phone, laptop
or tablet. Managers can also assign specific permissions to their teams to give them
access to areas during certain time frames.
Normally, an IT Security expert has to manage and run your access control system.
Our modern system is easy to use and does not require any local servers. And if you
ever need help – our support team is available around the clock to assist you with
anything related to the Kisi system.

Employees

Employees have the option to use a keycard, key fob, or their phone to gain access
to the office. Inactive workers can easily have their access revoked to provide better
security.

Why do MSPs prefer Kisi? Because we seamlessly integrate with everything
in the current tech stack, making us the most flexible option out there. We
provide demos so you can get to know how the product works and feels.

Built for your customers
Flexibility

Scalability

Integrations

Management

Use in parallel with
existing physical
security offerings; video
surveillance systems,
alarm systems or other
access control readers.

We created a scalable
solution that fits
customers today and
tomorrow.

Increases cross-selling
value by integrating with
SSO, AD, Syslogs and RMM
softwaret.

The MSP support team
can even manage access
for the clients.

Support

Packages

Our MSP support team
can remotely troubleshoot
any issue you might
encounter and resolve
it through over-the-air
updates, without needing
an installer.

Provides opportunity for
new product bundles, e.g.,
“prop tech” packages.

Join the family of resellers and MSPs

getkisi.com/resellers or resellers@getkisi.com

